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H EADT EAC H ER’ S W ELCO M E
Welcome to the Spring edition of the
College Newsletter.
The year started with another national lockdown, however, we remained
open and encouraged all students to
attend. It was great to see how many
of our students attended, particualry
our Year 11 students who are facing
another uncertain year in terms of
GCSEs.
During the Spring term, we continued
to run After School Clubs for all year
groups with additional intervention
for those students who are working
towards GCSEs. Saturday classes also
resumed with a number of students
attending to work that extra bit harder
to secure good GCSE outcomes. This
year we have set aspirational targets
for all students and done a great deal
of intensive work with Year 11 students
to ensure they get the best possible
outcomes following three national
lockdowns and a lot of missed in class
education.

At Key Stage 3, the Intervention programme has been succesful with a
number of students returning back
to their mainstream school with comprehensive plans in place to aid their
success in continuing their journey in a
mainstream setting.
Staff continue working hard to close
the gaps in learning casued by Covid
19 and we can only be hopeful that in
the coming months we will be able to
return to some semblence of normality.
I hope you enjoy reading about what
students have been doing this term.
Have a restful Easter!
Heather Johnston
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A&D

POP ART &
SURREALIMS

Initially my plan was completely inspired by
the Pop artist Andy Warhol. In Warhol’s famous
quote ‘The reason why I am painting this way is
because I want to be a machine…if you want
to know all about Andy Warhol, just look at the
surface of my paintings and film me, and there I
am. There is nothing behind it.’ This quote is saying that there is no meaning behind his work, his
paintings look the way they do because they are
what he wanted, there was never a backstory to
the way the painting was painted. This already
made me think I needed to do something different…I then introduced some twists in my piece,
as I added the black eye and the scar, as well
as choosing to portrait myself with the mask to
reflect the times we are currently living in. As my
idea developed I felt the need to add more layers of meaning and slowly my image became
more surreal. This is when I discovered Surrealism, a movement in visual art and literature, that
flourished in Europe between World Wars I and II.
The aim of the movement was to reunite conscious and unconscious realms of experience so
completely that the world of dream and fantasy
would be joined to the everyday rational world
in “an absolute reality, a surreality.”
Many painters embraced this ideology with dif-

ferent visual styles such as Rene Magritte, Max
Ernst and Joan Miro, to name a few. However,
the one that really stands out for me is the work
of the Spanish painter Salvador Dali. Like Warhol,
he was not just a painter, as he worked with film,
sculpture and illustration.
His unique style really developed once he discovered the writings of Sigmund Freud, a psychologist who explored the world of the subconscious mind, and also the Surrealist movement
that was developing in Paris, and sought to establish the “greater reality” of the human subconscious over reason.
Dali developed a technique to induce hallucinations in himself in order to access his subconscious mind. This enabled him to see these images. He painted with a meticulous technique
full of details, where real objects are juxtaposed,
distorted, transformed into bizarre and irrational
dreamy compositions. I find his work very inspiring as there are so many layers of meanings in
every image beyond reality.
This is what I want to communicate through my
work, make it stand out, as my personality is multi-layered, complex and beyond what you see
and think. This is why I added other elements to
my final piece. I imagined Japanese clouds that
symbolise hope in this mad world, and I wanted to show my passion for space, as I already
was using that as my background. Therefore, it
felt more appropriate to also have planets coming out of my head, which can symbolise ideas
or different parts of myself, which all have diverse colours and textures. Butterflies to me are
very special creatures that gravitate to my soul
in light ways, they tend to bring me peace as I
need a lot of that in my life, they are a symbol of
hope and feeling free.
Words and art work by AJ Blue

CATERING

This term has been very challenging for the Hospitality students on the BTEC course having to cope
with the coronavirus situation, school closure and
online lessons to help keep them on track with
their course – The students have been working on
Microsoft teams for their online lessons to complete new and outstanding work towards gaining
their qualification by researching and completing
set assignments on Unit 1 & 6. The students who
have been attending the school have been practicing and completed their Level 2 course Healthy
and nutrition dishes to a very good standard, they
used their own skills, knowledge and different flavours to make their chosen dishes healthier under
a set timeframe, but still giving that impression
that they are treating themselves with something
interesting.

KEEP IT REAL
Written By Maggie and Demi
CHORUS

Got to keep it real
Got to keep it real
If nobody else will do it then,
I’ve got to keep it real
I’ve got myself in this life yeah,
I don’t need you and your lies yeah
If I love myself, is that a crime? Yeah
Just got to keep it real, yeah.

MUSIC

The beginning of this term felt a lot
smoother in transition as we had a greater understanding of where we were at
regarding assessments and exams.
Bearing the current guidance in mind,
we continued on with the syllabus and
saw ourselves moving on to Unit 7 – Intro
into Music Sequencing.

This unit required learners to research
into how trailers and film scenes use
sound effects and music to heighten
the visual. All students engaged with
the unit instantly. Even though this is a
long-winded unit they were really excited to see their outcome.
We also introduced the arrival of some
new music equipment. This included in-

VERSE

Growing up in London,
Peer pressure is real,
How I feel is different
To these girls on the field
All these scars I have to heal
This make up can’t conceal
Tears rolling down my face
When these girls miss meals
Cos’ of fake bodies on the
TV screens...

struments such as an electronic drum kit,
percussion sets and new guitars.
The students have really enjoyed having
these new resources around and are making the best use of it all.
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B USI NESS

Throughout last term business students have really stepped up their
efforts in securing a level 2 grade in the course. Showing a really
positive work ethic and determined to make the most of their abilities in achieving above their target grades, students have produced
incredible levels of work, with most pushing themselves to achieve
distinction tasks. One student in particular has made the most of
their time and pushed themselves to achieve above their initial target grade. Ryan Wedderburn has performed extremely well and
developed a sustained work ethic throughout the term. His efforts
have seen him go on to achieve a Distinction in our Enterprise in
the Business Environment unit as well as a Distinction in the Branding
and Promotion unit. Ryan has shown a very sound understanding of
the impact trends can have on businesses and the importance of
meeting customers needs. He has understood the value of choosing
an appropriate business format suited to his initial business startup idea. In terms of promotion and branding, Ryan has proved to
be very creative and has shown an astute ability to dissect and
analyse businesses. His awareness of the customers role in promotion outlines his business mindset. It has been incredible to have
Ryan in the classroom as he has motivated his peers to step up and
has helped to create a positive challenging work ethic. There is no
doubt all students in Business this year are as determined if not more
so to achieve above their target grades and I have seen commitment and attitude to learning that is second to none.

When is the right time to buy an electric car?
H&S CARE/SCIENCE

The UK has become the first country
in Europe to ban the sale of petrol
and diesel cars by 2030. To support
this, the British government via the
Department of Transport is allocating
£1.8 billion to support greater uptake
of zero emission vehicles for greener
car journeys. This support comes in
the form of installing charge points
alongside innovation for new technologies. The government is hoping
that these investments will improve
air quality in towns and cities and support economic growth across the UK.
All major car manufacturers are currently working on electric models.
More than 23 new fully electric models are expected on the market by
2022. Although sales of electric vehicles have been slow in the past, hybrid and plug-ins models accounted
for one in every 10 cars sold in 2020.
With concerns over climate change
increasing, people are thinking of
when to make the switch to electric
cars. All the major car manufacturers
have invested in technology and the
verdict out there suggest that performance have kept up with their hydrocarbon equivalent. The first thing
to consider is whether you have the
ability to charge an electric vehicle
at an affordable location such as
your home or workplace. Electric ve-

hicles are currently very expensive to
buy. Take the BMW X3 model at over
£40,000 plus insurance; very expensive compared with the petrol or diesel model. The cost of insurance also
affects electric vehicles as parts may
be expensive to replace. It is suggested that the long-term cost of running
an electric vehicle is better for your
pocket as well as the environment as
long as the electricity price remains
low.
Although electric cars look to solve
the short-term air quality in towns and
cities around the world, there is a hidden impact that should and can’t be
ignored. The mining of lithium used in
batteries
The largest deposits of lithium are
found in the salt flats in the deserts
between Chile, Argentina and Bolivia. Globally, lithium may reduce fossil
fuel use by making batteries for electric cars and renewable energy storage more affordable.
Lithium as the new commodity or as
a strategic world resource will at best
describe the reimagining of the relationship between mining and development in which lithium, through
innovation and industry will redefine
the relationship between Latin America economies and global markets.

ENGLISH & FIRST STORY
The English Team decided to start
the new academic year for the Year
11s with a focus on Paper 2 of the
AQA GCSE English Language syllabus. With the uncertainty of another
national lockdown, we decided to
make sure students had a range of
assessment objectives in their books
for evidence purposes. Year 11s focused on writing to persuade, advise, and argue using a range of extracts to guide them.
Year 10s focused on paper 1 of the
AQA GCSE English Language syllabus. This is the fiction paper, so we
felt it was a good introduction to the
GCSE syllabus. This paper allowed
students to be creative in their writing tasks, especially question 5 where
they explored narrative and descriptive writing.
During the lockdown, First Story was
placed on hold and started again
after the February half term. Stu-

dents have been very engaging during the sessions. They have started
using poetry to express their personal experiences, specifically focusing on extended metaphors. Adam
Kammerling has provided a range
of stimuli including poems and songs
to inspire the young people’s creative thinking. We can’t wait to see
the work created by our young writers and share the anthology with our
parents, carers and the rest of the
College.
Students had to listen to a song of
their choice and then choose an
emotion evoked by the music. They
then wrote a short piece of writing
based on the emotion.
In the piece we have chosen, we
aren’t supposed to know exactly
why she feels the emotion or what is
happening in the narrative. We are
simply meant to understand that the
emotion being described is sadness.

“ I’m watching the phone ring. Right
now, I feel overwhelmed with grief and
sadness. She’s laying there helpless; It’ll
stop ringing soon. Yes, I’m still sad.
Fighting for her life, her eyes flutter
open. It’s been a year- how much
longer can I ignore?
Joy starts to creep in, it’s time to close
the curtains. She needs privacy- how
much longer can I ignore?
Happiness and sadness hand in hand;
dancing the tango.
I can’t cry, she can’t see me like this.
He won’t see me at all. I’m standing my
ground, or so I thought.”

MATHS

This month marks the celebration for the National
PI day on 14th March, which was founded in 1988
at the Exploratorium (San Francisco). Pi (π) Day
has become an international holiday, celebrated all around the world. The numbers in the date
(3/14) match the first three digits of the mathematical constant Pi (π), as well as being the birthdate of Albert Einstein who was born on March
14, 1879, in Ulm, Germany. The Abbey Manor College Maths department wanted to celebrate this
by educating our students about this International celebration as well as ensuring topics such as
calculating the Area, circumference and volume
of circles, cylinders and spheres.

This half term has also seen the continued development of our students’ positive mind set towards their learning ensuring they implement the
I can do attitude like Einstein. Our students have
all been working towards achieving their aspirational targets by increased attendance after the
ease of lockdown restrictions and by utilising the
support mechanisms that have been put in place
such as 1-2-1 intervention, after school club and
Saturday club. The majority of students are continuously producing Grade 4 and 5 work with a
few completing Grade 6,7 work. Students have all
now been issued an individualised work pack to
encourage, stretch and guide them to achieving
their GCSE target. Confidence is high and ever
growing as we look to celebrate our students’
achievements in the near future.

PHSE

In PSHE this term the students have been
looking at a range of aspects within the
topic Health and Lifestyle.
Students

have

studied

Students have looked in detail at the importance of a
healthy diet as well as the features of a poor diet and the
risks associated with unhealthy eating, including, for example, obesity and diabetes. The students researched
meal plans for themselves. They have also looked

the

at other behaviours that affect health, for example, the dangers and impact of smoking, drugs

of what constitutes a healthy

and alcohol on the body.

lifestyle, including the importance of sleep, diet, physical

The students have also just begun

exercise and self-care as well

looking at personal hygiene, germs

as how to maintain a healthy

(including bacteria), viruses and how

weight. They have considered

they are spread, treatment and pre-

the links between an inactive

vention of infection, and about anti-

lifestyle and ill health, in-

biotics. The students will also learn the

cluding cancer and

facts and science relating to immuni-

cardiovascular disease.

sation and vaccination.

Students have also reflected on the positive associations
physical

and well-being.

the different food groups and created balanced

characteristics and evidence

between

make positive choices to improve their own and others health

activity

and

the promotion of mental wellbeing.
Students have begun thinking about
how they can best apply what they have
learnt to their own lifestyle and that they need to

During the lessons we also discussed where
and how to seek support, including whom in
school they should speak to if they are worried
about their own or someone else’s mental wellbeing or ability to control their emotions.

ART . JE

The UK SAYS NO MORE is a national
campaign to raise awareness to
end domestic abuse and sexual
violence across the UK. No More
week was from March 7-13th .

Students studied the work of Picasso this term and produced
In support of Say No More week
our

school

ambassador

Haris

Oceni; year 9 wanted to create
more awareness at Abbey manor college. He decided to use his
art skills to produce a canvas that
symbolizes and embodies the issue of domestic violence.

some

cubist

portraits.

Connor

Cook year 9 benefited from studying Picasso and produced a fabulous example of a cubist portrait.

SCIENCE . JE
KS3 students have dived into the
outer space, and taken a journey through our solar system, Milky
Way, and our neighbouring galaxies. Students have been so fascinated that there are thousands
of other galaxies just like ours that
consists of planets, stars, moons
and possibly life. Students have
been following NASA and the landing of ‘Perseverance’ on Mars on
18 February 2012 and made links
to their learning. One topic the
students were fond of was how the
world was created and they created some lovely pieces of work for
display. We looked at the Science
(Obviously). The Big Bang theory
sparked lots of questions (which
every science teacher loves) and
debate amongst the students, we
discussed religious beliefs and of
course their own. Another discussion the students thoroughly enjoyed was Charles Darwin Theory
of evolution and again was a great
teachable moment and learning
experience.

JE
ENGLISH

During this half term, the focus
of the KS3 English lessons was on
Gothic Horror. Students read and
listened to, The Monkey’s Paw by
W.W. Jacobs. Students also did
a range of activities based on
the text: for example, identifying
implicit and explicit information
from the text as well as writing
an alternative ending to the short

MATHS

couraged to attend.
Maths club is on a Monday, from

The college is now fully re-open 15:00 – 16:00. During this time,
to all students after the long break students are encouraged to comin our usual activities. There is plete homework, practice what
general concern about learning was taught during the day lesgaps across the board and edu- sons or bring in their own probcation professionals are thinking lems for us to solve.

hard as to how these concerns We also enforce learning through
educative board games, free oncan be addressed.

So how do we find these learning line resources and text books.
We strongly encourage all stugaps?

story. The end of term assessment

Which learners are performing dents to attend.

was also based on The Monkey’s

behind the others?

Paw. For the assessment, stu-

Which topics did students ‘not

dents were given more detailed

get’ during lockdown?

questions on the text that related

In KS3, we have started con-

to the KS4 Assessment Objectives

ducting afterschool clubs and

for GCSE English Language.

students have been strongly en-

NURTURE GROUP.JE
COVID-19…it’s been a long year, we tried to make the best of it

KS3 INTERVENTION
PROGRAMME . JE

but unfortunately this world-wide disease wasn’t friendly. Matter
of fact it was deadly, all the lives were taken from many inno-

I have come to Abbey Manor College on a

cent families because of this disease called covid-19/corona-

6-week intervention program and I am hoping

virus. Schools were shut down, gyms, hair dresser’s, fun events,

for a quick return to mainstream school. I have

many things all CLOSED!

been set targets in order to help my reintegration. Part of my target is to complete a course-

“I’m really looking forward to meeting friends and family with

work book for my BTEC vocational course. This

no restrictions, no facemasks and no limits. I can hug and cher-

work book helps us students in life to plan what

ish the little moments with the elderly and I’m feeling there’s

we would like to do in our future ahead etc.

going to be a lot of sun shine and hot weather and the sun-

jobs, college, school. It makes us realise that

shine will always make you smile and hope because at the end

you could do so many things in life you don’t

of the day we deserve it!!!”

just have to stick to one thing even if you ha-

Charles ….Year 9

ven’t completed school when you were supposed to you can always do it in a few years’
time. Not only does this book tell us about life
it tells us about what type of skills and knowledge we have to have for some specific jobs.
The book helps us with our goals even for
adults or children.
				

By Lille Whitfield

